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men’s soft shell jacket
Enjoy soft-shell protection from the elements 
in style when you add this athletic-inspired, 
color-blocked jacket to your wardrobe. 
Features a zip-through cadet collar, front 
zippered pockets and open cuffs and hem. 
Made of 100% polyester woven shell bonded 
to a water-resistant film insert and a 100% 
polyester microfleece lining. The smart logo is 
embroidered on left chest. Available in gray/
green. Women’s style available, item ASWL018. 

Item #: ASWM018   Sizes: S-3XL

women’s heathered fleece  
pullover hoodie
This vibrantly colored lightweight soft fleece 
pullover is accented with contrasting neon 
color in the hood lining and drawstring. Raglan 
sleeves with thumb holes on cuffs and front 
pouch pocket provide a casual look. Available  
in blue, red, and green. 

Item #: ASWL265            Sizes: S-2XL

women’s unicolor t-shirt
The single color design of this t-shirt makes it 
highly versatile, so it can be paired with many 
different looks. Made of 100% cotton. “Smart” is 
screen printed across the front chest. Available 
in orange or green. Goes well with ASWM090.

Item #: ASWL190               Sizes: S-2XL 

chrome smart car t-shirt
Simple and sleek. This shirt shows your smart 
pride front and center. 100% combed and ring-
spun cotton. Available in black. 

Item #: ASWM300                                 Sizes: S-3XL
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men’s unicolor t-shirt
Look smart in this single color t-shirt. In fact, 

“smart” is screen printed across the front chest 
of this high quality, 100% cotton tee. Available 
in yellow, orange or green. 

Item #: ASWM090  Sizes: S-3XL

performance hoodie with 
interchangeable drawstrings
Soon to be your favorite hoodie, this piece 
can coordinate with your existing wardrobe 
because it comes with seven different color 
interchangeable drawstrings: graphite and  
six other neon colors. A hidden zipper allows  
you to easily switch colors to match whatever 
else you’re wearing. The inside of the hood 
features a grey and black geometric print.  
100% polyester fleece. Available in black.

Item #: ASWU270 Sizes: XS-3XL

bamboo piqué cap
This soft structured bamboo piqué cap will  
keep you cool and protected from the sun’s  
rays with its lightweight, breathable fabric. 
Velcro closure with elastic back-strap. 
Available in green, orange and silver.

Item #: ASWC275

flexfit performance cap 
The bamboo fiber fabric mix makes this 
cap incredibly soft, strong and durable. 
It provides moisture-wicking along with 
anti-bacterial and UV protection. Spandex 
sweatband retains shape. 59% bamboo, 
38% cotton, 3% spandex with a structured 
profile. The “smart” logo is embroidered  
on front crown. Available in black.

Item #: ASWC088 Sizes: S/M or L/XL
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men’s black/yellow 
pocket t-shirt

This pocket t-shirt is perfect 
for everyday wear. Made of 100% 
cotton. “Smart” woven label on 
left sleeve. Available in black/

yellow. Sizes: S-3XL

Item #: AASWM080                     



beach towel
You’ll feel good all wrapped up in this 100% 
cotton, twill-hemmed terry velour beach towel.  
The fun tropical design will stand out on the 
sand, since it’s large enough to spread out on 
at 35" x 60".

Item #: ASHS300

ballpoint pen with 
color changing grip 
The “mood” of this pen’s grip changes color 
from the heat of your hand. White barrel. 
Retractable medium ballpoint with black  
ink. Available with your choice of either a 
green or orange grip that changes to yellow.

Item #: ASHW170

heat-activated travel tumbler
Fill this double-wall insulated cup with a hot 
beverage and smart images will appear on the 
side. As you drink, or as your beverage cools 
down, the images disappear. Detailed with the 

“smart 453” logo on the opposite side. With its 
16 oz. capacity, you can go far without stopping 
for refills! And you’ll appreciate the pop open 
spill-resistant lid.

Item #: ASHD302

smart car travel tumbler
Classic and clean, this 16 oz. tumbler will 
be your first choice when you’re on the go. 
Featuring double-wall insulation and a  
spill-resistant lid with thumb-slide. And  
you’ll be pleased to know it’s both top rack 
dishwasher safe and BPA free.

Item #: ASHD300
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metal key ring
Embossed “smart” logo on shiny silver with  
a simulated leather grip. Available in green  
or orange. 

Item #: ASHK056

backpack
A sensible backpack with a contemporary 
design, lined in orange for a pop of fun. 
Features multiple pockets, a padded laptop 
pocket (fits up to a 17" laptop), top grab 
handle and an ergonomic adjustable padded 
shoulder strap. Made of 100% polyester. 
Available in black.

Item #: ASHB002

large folding reusable tote
This machine washable, water-resistant bag 
is designed to make travel easier wherever 
you’re headed. Featuring zippered pockets, 
a reinforced bottom, and a back sleeve 
that slips over the handles of your rolling 
luggage, preventing it from tumbling off. 
Offering generous storage when expanded 
at 16" x 20" x 7" — it folds to one-tenth that 
size when empty at just 8" x 9" x 1" for easy 
storage. The handle length of 11.5" makes  
it the tote to note.

Item #: ASHB301

sport duffel bag 
This duffel bag may look small but it offers 
plenty of storage options. Made of durable 
polyester, it features two mesh pockets to 
store a water bottle or other accessories, 
plus an additional 2" wide front zipper 
pocket, a large zippered main compartment 
and a metal ring to hook keys. Dimensions 
are 8 1/2" W x 10 1/2" H x 18" L. Available in 
black/green. 

Item #: ASHB210
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16" 8-spoke light-alloy wheel 15" 10-spoke light-alloy wheel

15" 8-spoke light-alloy wheel
5J x 15 ET 32 black
tire size: 165/65 R15

Part #: A4534010000 

5.5J x 15 ET 42 black
tire size: 185/60 R15

Part #: A4534010200

6J x 16 ET 44 black
tire size: 185/50 R16

Part #: A4534010400 

6J x 16 ET 40 black
tire size: 205/45 R16

Part #: A4534010500

6J x 16 ET 44 black
tire size: 185/50 R16

Part #: A4534013100 

6.5J x 16 ET 40 black
tire size: 205/45 R16

Part #: A4534013300

5J x 15 ET 32 black
tire size: 165/65 R15

Part #: A4534018500 

5.5J x 15 ET 42 black
tire size: 185/60 R15

Part #: A4534018600

16" twin 5-spoke wheel
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luggage net
Secure lightweight items and prevent them  
from sliding around with this single layer, 
stretch black nylon net. Designed to fit 
quickly and easily, fastening to the luggage 
compartment floor with 3 Velcro strips.

Part #: A4538680174

reversible cargo mat
Reversible anthracite mat: a rubberized, 
non-slip side and a high-quality velour 
side. Tailored to fit the load compartment, 
it protects from dirt and wet. Easy to clean. 
100% polyester.

Part #: A4536806203

cargo area tray
Features a waterproof, non-slip raised surface to protect from wet/dirty cargo.

Part #: A4538140141

*Not in conjunction with JBL Soundsystem (code 810). Only available for smart fortwo coupe.
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cabrio wind deflector
Largely eliminates wind turbulence during 
open-top driving by preventing strong air  
flows throughout the interior—making  
driving a real pleasure, even when outside 
temperatures are low.

Part #: A4538600074

universal smartphone holder
This clever smartphone cradle securely holds 
almost any smartphone* in the driver’s field  
of vision. Your mobile phone can be swivelled  
by 90°. In addition, the cradle has a USB 
charging port.

Part #: A4538201300

* For iPhones and selected Android smartphones. See 
smart.com/connect for compatibility.

floor mat trays
Spill, stain and odor resistant. Precisely 
tailored to the dimensions of your smart.  
Clip-fastened to the floor to prevent slipping. 
Set of 2.

Part #: A4536806504

velour floor mats
Comes in a set of 2 mats, one for the driver 
and one for the passenger. The smart logo 
is embroidered on both mats. Designed to 
conveniently fasten on the driver’s side.

Part #: A45368084039J74
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smart valve stem caps
A perfect finishing touch, these chrome-plated 
valve stem caps dress up any wheel. Set of 4. 
Installation time: 5 min.

Part #: BQ6408129

license plate frame
This stylish frame with the “smart” logo across the bottom keeps your plates from bending  
or fluttering.

Part #: BQ6880114 (polished)  
Part #: BQ6880113 (black powder-coat)

wheel locks
Keep your wheels secure from theft with these 
effective, easy-handling and fast-fitting locks. 
Comes with code card for quick replacement 
if the supplied security wrench is lost. 
Installation time: 15 min. 

Part #: A0009906007
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BRABUS alloy wheel (anthracite) BRABUS alloy wheel (silver)

BRABUS 
wheel bolt 
covers
Stylish finish 
for alloy wheels: 
protect your wheel 
bolts from dirt.

Part #:  
A4539980321

BRABUS hub caps
A hub cap from smart BRABUS adds an 
elegant finishing touch to your alloy wheels. 
They’re not just attractive, they’re practical, 
protecting hub caps from dirt. Available  
in silver or matte anthracite. Designed to  
fit all smart BRABUS wheels. 

Part #: A4534000500C57B

BRABUS valve 
stem caps
A perfect finishing 
touch, these chrome-
plated valve stem 
caps dress up any 
wheel. Set of 4  
in black. 

Part #: BQ6408130

40.6 cm (16 inch), 
high-sheen, matte, 
front axle

Part #: 
A4534011001C57B

40.6 cm (16 inch),
high-sheen, matte, 
rear axle

Part #: 
A4534011101C57B

40.6 cm (16 inch),
high-sheen,  
front axle

Part #: 
A4534011001C56B

40.6 cm (16 inch),
high-sheen,  
rear axle

Part #: 
A4534011101C56B
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BRABUS front spoiler
The smart BRABUS front spoiler combines an 
attractive look with technology by lending
the smart styling a sporty accent. Supplied 
primed for painting in the color of your choice. 
No entry in vehicle documents required.

Part #: A4538809701

BRABUS roof spoiler 
Accentuates the sporty, dynamic look of  
your smart fortwo: the spoiler mounted on the
tailgate elongates the roof line. Supplied  
primed for painting in the color of your choice. 
No entry in vehicle documents required.

Part #: A4537900000

BRABUS side skirts
The smart BRABUS side skirts lend your 
vehicle a striking, sporty look. Supplied 
primed for painting in the color of your choice. 
No entry in vehicle documents required.

Part #: A4536907800

BRABUS rear apron
An even sportier finish for the lower rear-end 
section. An extremely dynamic trim as used in 
motorsport. Available with diffuser for standard 
exhaust system or smart sports package.

Part #: A4538804102 (standard)
Part #: A4538804202 (sports)
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BRABUS carbon fiber  
mirror covers
Door mirror covers in realistic carbon style 
with individual, dynamic 3D effect for a
sporty look.

Part #: A4538102900

BRABUS accent stripes
For an individual, sporty look. Emphasize the 
dynamic, sporty lines of your vehicle. Available 
in anthracite (pictured) or orange.

Part #: A4539891785 (anthracite)
Part #: A4539891885 (orange)

BRABUS velour floor mats
Protect the carpet from wet, dirt and wear as  
well as enhancing the appearance of the
interior. Not only extremely hard-wearing but 
also quick and easy to clean. Available with 
orange (pictured) or silver outer stitching.

Part #: A45368446003E40 (orange)
Part #: A45368080041B55 (silver)

BRABUS sports pedals
Pedals made of brushed stainless steel 
enhance the sporty feel. Black rubber nubs  
on the pedals prevent slipping, thereby 
ensuring a precise response to the driver’s 
commands and reactions.

Part #: A4532904400
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BRABUS gear knob
Matte aluminum with real leather trim lends the 
interior a more sporty and elegant touch – also 
goes perfectly with the BRABUS handbrake 
lever. For automatic transmission.

Part #: A4532770100

BRABUS interior carbon  
fiber trim
Interior decor set in realistic carbon style 
with individual, dynamic 3D effect for a 
sporty look.

Part #: A4536809404

BRABUS cargo mat
Protects the carpet from wet, dirt and wear 
as well as enhancing the appearance of the
luggage compartment. Not only extremely 
hard-wearing but also quick and easy to 
clean. Available with a silver (pictured) or 
orange seam.

Part #: A45368446001B55 (silver)
Part #: A45368446003E40 (orange)

BRABUS handbrake handle
Made of solid, matte brushed aluminum, it 
offers a pleasant feel and a firm grip. Together
with the leather-look sleeve, it enhances the 
sportiness and elegance of the interior.

Part #: A4534200800
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